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.net core is optimized to run in docker containers. the
optimized image runs on x86 and arm. docker images are

small and safe to run in production on any cloud or container
platform with a small footprint. if you only run.net core

applications you need a tiny image that is safe to deploy
across many cloud providers. any other setup requires you

to deploy many layers of dependent dependencies. the
tinycore image is completely standalone and has no

dependencies on other images or the host operating system.
.net core is built for developers who want to build highly
scalable and reliable services and applications. core was

built from the ground up to focus on performance, the cloud,
reliability and the developer experience..net core provides a

completely open source architecture, which means its
completely platform independent.net core is fully open

source and available for free under an apache license. we
work in an open, collaborative and transparent environment

and are taking feedback from the community to help us
continue to evolve the.net framework and core libraries. .net
core is a general purpose development platform for building
cloud-native and cloud-ready applications. write code once

and run anywhere..net core apps are written in the common
language of.net and used the same code to run on client,

server or cloud. you can use a variety of programming
models, including.net core and xamarin. there is no reason
for a framework api to require a debug build, the only thing
that requires a debug build is a debug build of the compiler.

both coreclr and corert do include a debug build of the
compiler so that can be used to debug the code generated
by the compiler. if debug is stripped, then the build should

be the release build.
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the ui scenario was discussed previously. we are either going to
have to introduce this structure where the user starts to select the
stream, or the shell starts to record the stream and adds what it
captures to the stream. or the content provider and media player

can start the record (recording from the source) and may also have
the ability to add the media to the stream. one of the core

interfaces in the os project was created to help support the dynamic
deployment of extensions. this is a wrapper around the xml file that

is produced. the idea is to make it easier to deploy and manage
extensions. there is an sdk that is part of the project that will

provide tools to easily deploy the xml file. in a sense, this is a way to
push the xml to the user. one of the things we did during the

session is to define a basic set of user facing components that may
be used to better define content. .net core was built with

performance in mind from day 1, starting with feedback from users
at the build conference and continuing with numerous performance
tests and optimizations. one of the first changes that we made to

increase performance was bringing the underlying implementation
of the garbage collector from 32 bit generational to 64 bit

generational, which resulted in significant improvements in
applications with long-lived objects. and because.net core is open
source, we could iterate on the garbage collector and develop the

next generation of the microsoft garbage collector in a fresh
codebase. the new microsoft gc finally ships as a standalone nuget

package and is part of.net core, which makes it easier to use on
more platforms. 5ec8ef588b
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